The eyes have it
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Frame your face with a luxury
brows and lashes treatment
EDITED by gaby soutar
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here’s something about sum- brow bars. First, my unruly hairs are
mer that brings out the low- trimmed, plucked (apparently it’s an
maintenance woman in me. old wives’ tale that you should never
Actually, who am I kidding? I’m pluck from above the brow), waxed and
low-maintenance all year round. threaded into shape. Then they’re dyed,
But what with the limited amount of giving them definition but not a solid
sun just begging to be soaked up, not colour. They stand out, but they don’t
to mention all that toenail-painting, leg- take over my face.
As part of my Glamour Eyes package,
waxing and fake-tanning malarkey that
generally comes into play when the sun my lashes are also attended to, courtesy
hoves into view, anything that can save of LVL (that’s length, volume and lift).
Lying back, all traces of make-up are rehours and effort has to be a good thing.
The eyebrows were the big make-up moved and a small silicone pad placed
story of this season’s catwalks. There on my lids. Then a series of three sewere strong brows at Derek Lam, Tha- rums is applied – first, a bonding gel,
koon, Proenza Schouler and Altuzarra. to seal my lashes to the pad; a lifting
And don’t get me started on Miranda lotion to give the lashes a slight curl
Kerr rocking those crystallised brows up and out; followed by a volumiser to
give the impression of thicker, more
at Chanel. Get them right and they
luscious lashes.
frame the face perfectly and take
While these various lotions
years off you; get eyebrows
The
and potions are working their
wrong and you might as well
Glamour
magic I relax, first with a hand
adopt a floppy fringe and a
Eyes package
and arm massage, then a neck
big hat as your look.
costs
and
shoulder rub.
But pencilling them in
£59
The whole shebang is then reevery day is a delicate, labourmoved with a gentle cleanser and,
intensive operation that requires
patience and a steady hand. We don’t as I open my eyes, they really do look
want to end up with a Scouse brow, af- brighter, more wide awake, my lashes
ter all, those nasty black slugs that creep appearing longer and darker. Unlike the
across the forehead, a look made famous lash perming of days gone by, they are
by WAGs and TOWIE and any other low- not curled back on themselves, nor are
they frizzy at the ends. All I have to do is
rent acronym you care to mention.
HD Brows (it stands for high defini- keep them dry for the next ten hours to
tion) are the latest name in high-end ensure the curl sets.

Combined with the brows, it’s enough
to make me look almost presentable
with no make-up on at all. The results
last up to six weeks, and by then you’ll
be hooked on the low-maintenance look.

RUTH WALKER

Zen has three salons in Edinburgh,
at 9 Bruntsfield Place (tel: 0131-447
3535), 2-3 Teviot Place (tel: 0131226 6777) and 84 Hanover Street
(tel: 0131-225 7009); www.zen-life
style.com
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Fab facts for a beautiful life
HEALTH
Vitamin
boost
Running on empty? Try
Better You Pure Energy B12
Boost spray – an apricotflavoured potion that you
spray under your tongue
for speedy absorption.
The makers say it’s ideal
for those who have
an active lifestyle, as it
contains vitamin B12,
essential for a healthy
nervous system, along
with the antioxidant pepme-up that is green tea.
£11.99 for 25ml, Holland &
Barrett (www.hollandandbarrett.com)

BEAUTY

Stretch
yourself

Meg Ryan said it changed
her life and Halle Berry
uses it to help control
her type 2 diabetes. Yoga
can impact on mind and
body – helping to reduce
stress, mobilise the joints,
improve flexibility and
increase oxygen intake.
Try a drop-in class for half
price at £4 (or, for free, if
you decide you like it and, post class, book for a term at the Edinburgh
Iyengar Yoga Centre, from £84 for 15 classes). These walk-in sessions are
for absolute beginners, 6pm-7pm on August 28, 29 and 30 only.
195 Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh (0131-229 6000, www.yogaedinburgh.com)

FITNESS
Light touch
Just because your hair is fine,
doesn’t mean you can’t treat it
to some regular TLC.
Step forward Percy &
Reed’s Loving Light
Foaming Treatment
Mask, for hair that’s
dry and skinny. Unlike
your usual masks, it
shouldn’t flatten
your crowning
glory and make
it resemble an oil
slick. Leave this
light, bodybuilding
mousse on for a
couple of minutes
after shampooing,
then rinse out.
£20 for 150ml,
www.percyan
dreed.com
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